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Information Sheet 
The Pitches re” and mi” 
The children have already learnt about all the pitches from do’ to do’’. The next are re’’ and mi’’: 
The pitches re’’ and mi”(also called “ d2 and e2 ”) are written on the forth line and the forth 
space.  
On the keyboard, these pitches look the same as re1 and mi1. The teacher can show the 
students where the first and second octaves are on the piano. 
It is important to make the pitch audible when talking/learning about it. On the teacher 
information wm10ti page 1 and 2: “Introducing Pitches”, wm14ti “Listening Game”, wm22ti_do” 
and wm25ti_fa there are several ideas for introducing and practicing pitches. It is important 
that the students experience the different pitches also in a physical way. 
(different body position for practicing different pitches, pointing at different directions, use the 
hand as a staff…) 
(See also wirth method handbook 4.4.5) 
 

Pitch Training 
The first half of this melody is similar to the exercise ‘Pentatonic Scale’ on wm23a. The students 
read the melody which is inspired by exercises for Indian Classical music. The second half of 
the melody is a variation of the first half.  
The teacher sings it for the students and the students repeat. Preferably, the students read the 
rhythm in the corresponding rhythm syllables, then they read and sing the pitches without 
rhythm and finally sing the exercises as printed. 
As in wm23a, the students can make a game out of it: sing the first line as fast as possible – 
still singing every note very clearly. 
The students can also repeat singing the scale from the lowest pitch to the highest (do’ to do’’, 
or do’ to mi’’) and then from the highest pitch to the lowest. A variation is, singing every pitch 
twice (do do, re re, mi mi, fa fa,…) or thrice. 
Another variation is: going up: do-fa, re-so, mi-la, fa-si, so-do’’, la-re’’, si-mi’’, do’’ 
   going down: mi’’-si, re’’-la, do’’-so, si-fa, la-mi, so-re, fa-do 
 

Exercise Sheet 31a 
Dance High and Low 
On the sheet there is a short melody that the group can dance to.  
Of course this melody should also be used as a sight singing exercise. When singing this 
melody, the teachers works on the correct note names, intonation, rhythm but also always on 
the vocal sound! This melody should be sung both in Adagio and Allegro speed. The teacher or 
a student decide where the repeat sign should be printed, and the melody is sung accordingly. 
For the dance, the students can create any kind of movements. They don’t have to do a 
movement to the exact rhythm (as on exercise sheet 5b), but they should transpose the music 
into their movements. 
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In the first four measures, the melody only goes up to the so and in the last measures the 
melody is higher. The students should make this visible in the dance. Low movements can be 
bending the upper body, bending the knees, moving the arms in a lower position. Higher 
movements can be jumps, moving the arms upwards, stretch the legs and toes into the air. 
When the teacher plays the melody Adagio or Allegro, the students dance accordingly. The 
teacher can also repeat parts of the melody. If the teacher repeats only the first four measures, 
the students keep making movements that are low. 
 
 

Write the Pitches 
a) The teacher shows a pitch on his/her hand and everybody sings the corresponding pitch 
while pointing at their own finger or space between the fingers. (anything from do’ to mi”) 
b) The teacher sings a pitch with the corresponding syllable and the students show it on their 
hands. 
c) The students write a treble clef onto the staff on the sheet. The teacher shows a pitch on 
his/her hand and everybody writes the pitch onto the staff. 
 

Read 
In this exercise each staff can be a separate reading and sight-singing exercise or the three 
voices can be sung together as a polyphonic piece.  
Read each staff separately before putting them together: 

Clap the rhythm 
Count the beats of each measure (1, 2, 3, 4) while clapping the rhythm 
Speak the rhythm with the syllables “Da, da-a, da-a-a, ta-i, ti, sh” 
Sing the melody on a syllable like “ooh” or “lo” 
(Sing the names of the pitches (syllables) without the specific rhythm) 
Speak the sing-syllables (do, re, mi, fa, so, la, si, do) in the printed rhythm 
Sing the sing-syllables in the printed rhythm 
English speaking children or to learn simple English words: 
Speak the lyrics in the printed rhythm 
Sing the lyrics to the melody 
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Exercise Sheet 31b 
Draw the Pitch 
On each keyboard, one key is highlighted. The students write the corresponding pitch onto the 
staff and write the name of the pitch underneath. If they have learnt a pitch in the first and 
second octave respectively, they write both onto the staff. 
In two examples, the name of the pitch is given. The students put the corresponding pitch onto 
the staff and color the corresponding key. 
Answer: mi, so, do, fa, si, re 
 

Fill in the Pitch 
The students write the name of the pitches underneath the notes or write the according notes 
above the given syllables. 
Answer:  
 
 
After filling in the notes and names, the students can sing the pitches as an ametric melody (a 
melody without rhythm). 
On the keyboard underneath, the students color first the black keys black. Then they color all 
the keys they have learnt in the corresponding color: every do = red, re = brown, mi = blue, fa 
= yellow, so = orange, la = green, si = purple 
 
 

Exercise Sheet wm31c 
Find do, mi, la 
The students need a colored pencil to mark every do, mi, and la. The octave of the note doesn’t 
matter, i.e. the students should color do’ and do’’, just as mi’ and mi’’. In the end, there will be 
a picture.  
(similar to a curled snake) 
Answer: 
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Compose 
The students should make up a measure (motif) only with the notes do’, mi’, so’, la’, do’’ and 
mi’’. Each student can choose a time signature and the note values of each note. On the first 
line, there probably is enough space to write two alternative measures with only these notes. 
On the lines underneath, the students write variations of their motif, by adding other pitches, 
but staying in the same time signature. (Possibilities for variation see also wm24e: changing the 
rhythm by making notes longer or shorter, leaving out notes and putting in rests, changing 
individual notes to a higher or lower pitch) 
All three staffs of each composition are read and performed as one piece. The teacher may 
choose some compositions to be presented to the whole class.  
 

Exercise Sheet wm31d 
Write 
This is a music dictation exercise. 
The students start by writing the treble clef and the time signature 4/4.  
The teacher counts or taps the beat of one measure before starting the melody. She/he plays 
the melody on the piano or sings it, clearly marking the first beat of each measure. The teacher 
splits up the melody into three parts of two measures each, and in the end puts all together so 
that the students can check what they have written.  
For younger or inexperienced students, the teacher writes each measure on the board in a 
random order. The students decide on the order of the measures when listening to the teacher 
performing the whole exercise.  
Then the students either copy the whole exercise to their own sheet or the teacher makes the 
measures on the board invisible before playing them again for the students who write the 
measures on their sheet – maybe two measures at a time.  
The teacher should be as precise as possible with the difference between long notes and rests. 
If a student gets this wrong (for example in measure 5 writing a dotted quarter note instead of 
quarter note and eighth rest), the teacher will explain that this is not really considered a big 
mistake since it doesn’t change the rhythm as a whole. 
After doing the dictation, all the students can read the melody with the solmization syllables. 
The teacher puts the students’ attention on measure one and three and asks if they notice 
something special about it. With this ascending and descending scale the teacher can repeat 
the C-major scale from wm28, with its half steps and whole steps!  

1. The students mark the half steps and whole steps on their sheet. 
2. They write the number of the step of the scale underneath the notes. 

 
Answer: 
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Compose 
The students read the given rhythm with the rhythm syllables. (da, da-i, ti,…) 
To find a melody, the students can improvise any pitches while repeating the rhythm. They sing 
on any syllable, like “doo” or “dum”, or they sing with the syllables “do, re, mi, fa, so, la, si”. 
They improvise until they find a melody they like and write it down. The children can use their 
hands to point to the position of the pitch on the staff (la between middle finger and ring 
finger, so on the ring finger,…). Doing so, they connect the improvised melody with the 
notation.  
The students can find a partner and compose a melody together. The first student improvises a 
melody and points to the position on the hand. The second student listens and looks if the first 
student points to the correct position according to what he/she is singing. Then the second 
student sings and points and the first student controls. Together they then choose the melody 
for the composition. 
On the staff, the students first write a treble clef and the time signature (3/4). Then they copy 
the rhythm with the pitches they chose. They have to remember to write the bar lines and the 
double bar line in the end. 
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